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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a Dedekind domain and P be a nonzero prime ideal of A such 
that P = (p) is principal and the canonical homomorphism A x + (A/P) x 
of multiplicative groups of units is surjective. Let R be the subring A[;] of 
the quotient field of A. In this note, we give for a Chevalley group over R a 
structure of a Tits system with the affine Weyl group and give some 
applications of such a structure of the groups. 
Our result contains as special cases the structure of Tits systems with 
affine Weyl groups in a Chevalley group over a field with a non-trivial 
discrete valuation due to N. Iwahori and H. Matsumoto [ 141 and in a 
Chevalley group over a Laurent polynomial ring due to J. Morita [ 171. 
The Chevalley groups over a Laurent polynomial ring are regarded as 
groups associated with Kac-Moody Lie algebras of affine types, and our 
proof of the theorem is based on a technique used by D. Peterson and 
V. Kac [ 191 for groups associated with Kac-Moody Lie algebras. Since we 
treat the groups over Dedekind domains not necessarily as fields or local 
rings, there are some applications of the result. We can obtain a sufficient 
condition for some Dedekind domains to be universal or quasi-universal, 
and also we have a sort of Iwasawa decomposition of Chevalley groups 
over R. 
The result of N. Iwahori and H. Matsumoto has been generalized by 
F. Bruhat and J. Tits [6] to more general reductive algebraic groups and it 
seems to be natural that our result could also be generalized to those 
groups. 
Furthermore, recently some axioms and presentations characterizing 
Kac-Moody groups over fields have been given by J. Tits [26], which 
might shed new light on our approach. 
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In Section 1, we introduce some definitions and properties related to 
Chevalley groups and Steinberg groups which are used in the following 
sections, and in Section 2 we prove our main theorem. Sections 3 and 4 are 
devoted to presenting some applications of the main theorem. 
1. CHEVALLEY GROUPS AND STEINBERG GROUPS 
Let @ be a reduced irreducible root system of rank 1 with Weyl group W 
and I7= {a,, . . . . al) be a base of @. The positive and negative roots with 
respect to 17 will be denoted by @+ and P, respectively. For any roots 
a, b E @, we set (b, a) = 2(b, a)/(~, a), where ( ., . ) is an inner product, 
which is invariant under W, in the real vector space generated by Qj. For 
each a E @, there is a reflection gu E W such that a,(b) = b - (b, a) a. Set 
S= {ou; UE Z7}, then ( W, S) is a Coxeter system (cf. [S]). 
Let g be the complex simple Lie algebra of type @ and p be a faithful 
representation of g on a finite dimensional complex vector space. Using p 
and a Chevalley basis of g, we may construct an affine group scheme 
G,,(@, .) over Z called a Chevulley-Demazure group scheme. It depends up 
to isomorphism only on @ and the weight lattice L, of p. If L, is the lattice 
of fundamental weights or the lattice of roots, we say that G,(@, .) is 
simply connected or of udjoint type and denote the groups by G,,(@, .) or 
G,,( @, .), respectively (cf. [ 1, 4, 221). 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity, then for any root a E @, there 
exists a monomorphism X, of the additive group of R into G,(@, R). We 
denote the image of x, in G,(@, R) by U,(R) = (x,(t)l t E R}. The elemen- 
tary subgroup EP( @, R) of G,( @, R) is defined to be the subgroup generated 
by U,(R) for all a E @. We denote by U+(R) (resp. U-(R)) the subgroup of 
E,(@, R) generated by U,(R) for all a E @ + (resp. a E @ ~ ). It is known that 
G,,(@, R) = E,,(@, R) if R is a field, a semi-local ring or a Euclidean 
domain (cf. [ 1, 24]), and in general if rank > 1, E,(@, R) is normal in 
G,,(@, R) (cf. [25]). For each @, we define Ki(@, R)= G,,(@, R)/E,,(@, R). 
When we need not specify the representation p, we denote the groups 
G,,(@, R) and E,(@, R) simply by G(@, R) and E( @, R), respectively. 
The elements x,(t) of E(@, R) satisfy the relations 
(A) x,(s) x,(t) = x,(s + t) 
(B) (xU(s)7 xh( t)) = n xia + jb (NabijS’t’) 
for all a, b E @ such that a + b # 0 and s, t E R, and the product in (B) is 
taken over all roots of the form iu + jb E @ for positive integers i, j in some 
fixed order, and Nohi, are integers depending only on the structure of the 
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Lie algebra g. For any root a E @ and any element u of the group R x of the 
units in R, we define the elements of E(@, R) as 
W) u>Ju) = x,(u) X-J -u-l) x,(u) 
(HI h,(u) = w,(u) U’J - 1). 
Let N(R) resp. H(R) be the subgroup of E(@, R) generated by w,(u) resp. 
h,(u) for all a E @ and u E Rx. Then H(R) is normal in N(R) and 
N(R)/H(R)= W. Put T(R)=Hom(L,, R”). Then H(R)cT(R)cG(@, R) 
naturally and T(R) normalizes U’(R) (cf. Cl, 43). 
For a root system @ of rank > 1, the Steinberg group St(@, R) of type CD 
over R is defined to be the group generated by symbols a,(t) for all a E @ 
and t E R subject to the relations (A), (B), where x,(t) are replaced by 
,i-,( t). For a root a E @ and an element u E Rx, we define GJu) and k,(u) in 
St(@, R) similarly as (W) and (H) in E(@, R). For a root system @ of rank 
1, St(@, R) is defined to be the group generated by symbols a,(t) for all 
a E @ and t E R subject to the relations (A) and 
@‘I ti’,(u)iJt) tiJu)-’ =i_,(-K2t) 
for all a~@ and UER”, t E R. Note that if rank > 1, the relation (B’) 
follows from (A) and (B). We have the following relations in St(@, R). 
(RI 1 G,(u) iJt) a,(u)-’ =i2,~(~u-<h’“>t) 
(R2) G,,(u) Gb(U) Go(u) -I = ~i(h’(rfU-<b~u)t) 
ti~Ju)=IK,(-u-*) 
(R3) Go(u) Lb(U) G,(u) -’ = L,.(~u-(b+l) Ab’(Y/U-(b3ay 
(R4) ii,(u) i,(t)&,(u)-’ =i,,(db’u’)f) 
(R5) h,(U) +)h(u) ha(U)-’ =3a,(U<b’U’U) 
&.d)-l=h^po(u) 
(R6) h^Ju) Lb(U) /i,(u)-’ = h^b(U(b4) /ib(db*“y 
for all a, bE@, tER, u, UER”, where 6’ = o,(b), 9 = ~(a, 6) = + 1 depends 
only on a, b and satisfies ~(a, b) = ~(a, -b), ~(a, a) = - 1. We define 
subgroups A(R), Z?(R), o+(R), and o-(R) of St(@, R) similarly as those 
subgroups in E(@, R). Then, we see from the above relations that f?(R) is 
normal in m(R), fi(R)/f?(R) z W, and l?(R) normalizes o*(R). 
Let n: St(@, R) + I?,,(@, R) be the natural homomorphism defined by 
rc(.f,(t)) =x,(t) for aE @ and tE R, and K,(@, R) be the kernel of rc. 
Therefore we have an exact sequence 
1 + K2(@, R) + St(@, R) + G,,(@, R) + K,(@, R) + 1. 
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In E(@, R), we have the relation 
((2 h,(u) k(u) = kduu) 
for all a E @ and u, u E R x. We define an element c,(u, u) of K,(@, R) by 
C<,(U, u)=h^,(uo) j&4-’ h^,(ll-’ 
and call c, the Steinberg symbol for a. From (R6) we have 
C,(U(b2u), u)=(L,(u), h^h(u))=C,(u(U’b>, u)-‘. 
Let C(R) be the subgroup of K,(@, R) generated by c,(u, u) for all a E @J 
and u,u~R”. Then C(R) is a central subgroup of St(@, R) and generated 
by c,(u, u) for all u, u E R x with a fixed long root b E @, and if Qi is non- 
symplectic or a is short, then c,(u, u) is bimultiplicative and anti-symmetric 
(cf. [24] and also [22, 231). 
For any a E @ and s, t E R such that I+ st E R ‘, in E(@, R), we have the 
relation 
(D) x,(s)x~,(t)=x~,(t(l +st)-‘)h,(l +St)-X,($(1 +st)-1). 
We define an element d,(s, t) of K,(@, R) by 
d,(s,t)=l~,(-t(l+st)~‘)~,(s).i._.(t).~,(--(l+st)-‘)h^,(l+st)-’ 
and call d, the Dennis-Stein symbol for u. Let D(R) be the normal sub- 
group of St(@, R) generated by d,(s, t) for all a E @ and s, t E R such that 
1 +stERX. It can be shown that if rank @ > 1, d,(s, t) is central in 
St(@, R) (cf. Appendix) and therefore D(R) is a central subgroup generated 
by d,(s, t) for all a E @ and s, t E R such that 1 + st E R x. If t = 0, then 
d,(s, 0) = 1 and if t E R ‘, from relation (W), we have d,(s, t) = c,( 1 + st, t). 
Therefore, for any u, u E Rx, c,(u, u)=d,((u- 1)~‘, u). Thus, C(R) is a 
subgroup of D(R), namely C(R) < D(R) < K,(@, R) and E,,( @, R) N 
W@, R)lKz(@, RI. 
Next, we define E,( @, R) = St( @, R)/C( R), and E,(@, R) = 
St(@, R)/D(R), and we call R uniuersal or quasi-universal for @ if 
E,(@, R) N E,,(@, R) or E,(@, R) N E,,(@, R), respectively. For the groups 
of type A,, universality and quasi-universality for GE,, were defined by 
J. Silvester [21], and universality for GE, (n 2 2) and quasi-universality for 
GE, (n 2 3) are equivalent to the definitions given here for @ = A, (Ia 1) 
and for @ = A, (I> 2), respectively (cf. K. Dennis-M. Stein [B]). Note that 
fields, polynomial rings of one variable over fields and the ring of integers, 
are universal for all @ (cf. R. Steinberg [24], U. Rehmann [20], 
H. Behr [2,3], J. Hurrelbrink-U. Rehmann [ 131). 
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Recall that (G, B, N, S) is called a Tits system if G is a group, B, N are 
subgroups of G, and S is a subset of N/B n N satisfying the following 
axioms. 
(Tl) G is generated by B and N, and B n N = H is a normal 
subgroup of N. 
(T2) The set S generates the group W = N/H. 
(T3) For all s E S, and all u’ E W, WBS c BwB u BwsB. 
(T4) For all SE S, SBS CL B. 
Note that the elements of W are the classes of N modulo H, and the 
notations Bw, BwB, etc., are permitted for they depend only on the classes. 
From the axioms it follows that the elements of S are of order 2. If 
(G, B, N, S) is a Tits system, then we obtain the Bruhat decomposition of G, 
G = u BwB (disjoint union) 
MILE w 
and BwB = Bw’B if and only if )v = VP’. 
Let F be a field and put G = E( @, F), B’ = H(F) U’(F), N = N(F). Then 
(G, B’, N, S) is a Tits system with Weyl group W of @. If R is not a field, 
E(@, R) does not have such a structure of a Tits system. In the next sec- 
tion, we will give another type of Tits system in E(@, R) with afline Weyl 
group for some Dedekind domain R. 
2. SOME TITS SYSTEMS WITH AFFINE WEYL GROUPS 
Let @ be a reduced irreducible root system of rank I (3 l), and 
II== {a,, . . . . a,} be a base of @ as in Section 1. Set @, = @ x Z. For an 
element a = (a, n) of @,, denote by o’a the permutation of @a defined by 
fl,(B) = (a,(b), m - (6, a> n) 
for all fi = (h, m) E @,. The affine Weyl group W, associated with @ is 
defined to be the subgroup of the permutation group on Qi, generated by 
C* for all c( E Qi,. We shall identify @ with the subset {(a, O)l a E CD} of @a 
and W with the subgroup of W, generated by gor for all c1= (a, 0) with 
aE @. The set @a can be regarded as the set of “real” roots in the root 
system of an afline Lie algebra (cf. [ 151). Here, we call an element of @0 an 
affine root (cf. [ 163). For an afftne root a = (a, n), we denote the affrne root 
(a,n+m) simply by a+m. 
Set ai= ( -ai, 0) for i= 1, . . . . 1 and CQ+ I = (ao, l), where a,, is the highest 
root of @, and Z7,= {a ,,..., aIt }. Then any element of a of QU can be 
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written as a linear combination c( =cfLf micli with m, (1 < i<Z+ 1) 
integers all non-negative or all non-positive. An affine root c1 is called 
positive (resp. negative) if mi > 0 (resp. mi < 0) for all i (1 d i < I+ 1). Set 
@,’ (resp. a;) the set of all positive (resp. negative) roots of @,. Then 
@,‘= ((a,n)~Oi~la~@~,n>O or a~@+,n>O) 
CD; ={(a,n)~@~Ia~@-,n<O or a~@+,ndO). 
Further, W, is generated by S, = {(T, 1 CI E I7,} and ( W,, S,) is a Coxeter 
system. For an element w E W,, if u’= slsz . ..s., (.s~E S,, 1 < i< n) is a 
reduced expression of UJ, the number n = /(IQ) is called the length of w, and 
let N(w) be the number of elements of the set {LYE @,’ 1 U(C()E @;}. Then 
the following proposition which is similar to the case of finite Weyl groups 
is known (cf. [S, 16, 171). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let IV E W, and s = on E S, M:ith u E l7,. Then 
(1) I(lV)=N(w). 
(2) Z’I(ws)>I(w), then w(c()E@,+. 
Now, let A be a Dedekind domain and P be a nonzero prime ideal of A. 
We shall call (A, P) an admissible pair if it satisfies the following two 
conditions. 
(A 1) P = (p) is a principal ideal. 
(A2) The canonical homomorphism of multiplicative groups 
A x + (A/P) x is surjective. 
For an admissible pair (A, P), let R be the subring A[;] of the quotient 
field of A. Any nonzero element t E R can be written uniquely t = up’ with 
u E A prime to p and r E Z. We set v(t) = r and define v(0) = co. Thus, we 
have a map v: R + Z u {co } which satisfies 
Wl) v(s + t) > min {v(s), v(t)}. 
(V2) V(H) = v(s) + v(t). 
Our main object is to discuss the structure of the elementary subgroup 
E(@, R) of the Chevalley group G(@, R) over R. For any afline root 
CY=(U,~)E@,, we set 
x,(u) = X,(UP”) 
w,(u) = x,(u) x-,( -up’) x,(u) 
h,(u) = w,(u) w,( - 1) 
for all UEA, 
for all 24 EA x, 
for all 24 EA x, 
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and 
u,= (X&4)~24EA}. 
Then, U, is a subgroup of E(@, R), being isomorphic to the additive group 
of A, and 
U,I> Uz+,3 Uor+2X..., fi Uor+r= {lb 
r=l 
For any affine roots CI= (a, n), /I= (h, m)E@, such that a+ b#O, we 
have 
where the product is taken over all affme roots of the form icr +jB E @, for 
i, j positive integers in some fixed order, and for any CI, B E @,, 
w,(u) UBwa(U)-l c u,., B’ = fJ,uo 
Note that the subgroup N(R) resp. H(R) of E(@, R) is generated by 
MI,(U) resp. h,(u) for all c1 E @, and u EA x. Further, H(A) is a normal 
subgroup of N(R) and N(R)/H(A) N W,. Let U+(A, P) be the subgroup of 
E( @, A) generated by U, for all c1 E @,’ and B(A, P) the subgroup of 
E( @, A ) generated by U+ (A, P) and H(A). Then, the following theorem 
holds. 
THEOREM 2. (E(@, R), B(A, P), N(R), S,) is a Tits system with the 
affine Weyl group W,. 
COROLLARY 3. (E(@, A), B( A, P), N(A), S) is a Tits system with the 
Weyl group W. 
First, we give some examples of the theorem. 
EXAMPLES. (1) Let F be a field endowed with a non-trivial discrete 
valuation v, and let A be the ring of integers and P its prime ideal. Then, 
since A is a local domain and P is a principal ideal, (A, P) is an admissible 
pair. In this case, R is the field F itself. The theorem gives the Tits system in 
E(@, F) (and also in G(@, F)) with the afine Weyl group which was given 
by N. Iwahori and H. Matsumoto [ 143. 
(2) As a special case of (1 ), let A = F[ [X] ] be the formal power 
series ring with one variable over a field F, and P the ideal of A generated 
by X. Then, (A, P) is an admissible pair and R is the quotient field F((X)) 
of A. The theorem gives a Tits system in E(@, F( (X))) (and also in 
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G(@, F((X))), which is regarded as a completed Kac-Moody group 
associated with the affine Lie algebra (cf. [lo]). 
(3) Let A = F[X] be the polynomial ring with one variable over a 
field F, and P the ideal of A generated by X. Then, (A, P) is an admissible 
pair and R is the Laurent polynomial ring F[X, X-‘1 over the field F. The 
theorem gives the Tits system in E(@, F[X, X- ‘1) with the atline Weyl 
group which was given by J. Morita [ 171. This is also a Kac-Moody 
group associated with the afline Lie algebra (cf. [14, 191). 
(4) Let Z be the ring of integers, and P= (2) or (3). Then, (Z, P) is 
an admissible pair and the theorem gives a Tits system in E(@, Z[$]), 
where p = 2 or 3. Note that P = (2), (3) are the only non-trivial ideals in Z 
such that (Z, P) is an admissible pair. More generally, let s’ = {pi . . . . pn} 
be a finite set of prime numbers in Z, and let A = Z,, = Z[ p; ’ , . . . . p; ‘1. 
Take a prime number p 4 S’. If f S’ modulo p generates the group 
(Z/pZ) x, then (A, P) is an admissible pair with P = (p). The theorem gives 
a Tits system in E(@, Z,), where S= (p,, . . . . p,,p}. 
Proof of Theorem 2 
The proof, like those in R. Steinberg [24] and D. Peterson and 
V. Kac [19], proceeds in a standard way. It is enough to show the axiom 
(T3) of Section 1, for the proofs of the other axioms are easy. From now 
on, we denote the groups B(A, P), U+(A, P), H(A), and N(R) simply by B, 
U’, H, and N, respectively. For an afhne root CI E @,, let N, be the right 
coset in N module H of 0%. 
(1) For any uffine root c1 E @J, 
u -a - U-a+l = U,N,u,u-a,~. 
In particular, ifa~II,, then U-,C U+ v U,N,Uf. 
Proof. Let c1= (a, n) and X-,(u)=x-,(u~-~)E Up, with UEA. Assume 
x-,(u)4 U--z+,. then U$ P. From the condition (A2), u can be written as 
u=u,+u,p with u,EA” and u2 E A. Therefore, x-.(u) = x-,(ui) 
.x -a+ ,(uz). On the other hand, x-,(ui) = x,(u;‘) wr( -UC’) x,(u;‘) from 
the relation (B’). Thus, we see 
-u-,(u) =xJu;l) WJ -24;‘) x,(24;‘) x-,+ ,(uz). 
The second assertion follows from the fact that --a + 1 E @,’ for all a E n,. 
(2) For any affine root cr~I7,, with s= oar, let 
u*= (xyx-‘IXE u,, YE u,, BE@,+ - {ci}). 
Then, U+ = U”U, = U, U” and sU’s-’ = U”. 
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Proof: By definition, U” is a normal subgroup of U+ and VU, 
contains generators for U+. Thus, we have U+ = VU, = U, U”. Now, 
we claim that sUas-’ = U”. Let x,(u) E U, and xB(u) E U,, where 
cr=(a,n)EH,, /?=(b,m)E@:-{(C1}. 
Case 1. (b,a)>O. In this case, {ia+jbE@Ii,jEZ,,,}c{a,b,a+b}. 
Therefore, 
sx,(up”) x/Jupy x,(up”)-’ SK’ =Sx,+~(CUUp”+m) xJuprn) s-l 
for some c E Z. This is contained in u* by definition. 
Case 2. (b, a) < 0. In this case, 
sx,(up”) xJuprn) x,(up”)--’ SC’ 
=x Ju, p-y Xb.(U1 pm-<b,a)“)Xpa(U1 p-“)-I 
= x ~a(U,)XB,(uI)X~.(U1)~‘, 
where b’ = o,(b) and B’= a,(p), and ui, u1 E A. From (l), one sees 
L,(u,)c Ka+, or U,N,U,K.,,. Since Krrclc U’ and 
(o,(b), a) > 0, the above equation can be reduced to the first case. 
(3) sBs--‘cBuBsB for SES,. In particular, B v BsB is a subgroup of 
EC@, R). 
Proof. Note that B = HU+ and SHS-’ = H. Let s = ga with tl E n,, then 
from (2), sU+s-’ = U ~I U”. Therefore, from (l), 
SBS-’ =HU~~U”cHU+vHU,sU+=BuBsB. 
(4) For all we W, and SE S,, 
BwBsB c BwsB v BwB. 
Proof Let s=g, with aen,. 
Case 1. I(ws) > I(w). From (l), (2) and the fact that W(U) > 0, we 
obtain 
BwBsB= BwU,U”HsB= BwU,w-‘wss-‘U”ss-‘HsB 
c BU+ wsU*HB = BwsB. 
Case 2. I(ws)<I(w). Set w’=ws. Then w=w’s and /(w’s)>I(w’). 
Applying Case 1 with (3), we obtain 
BwBsB = Bw’sBsB = Bw’( B u BsB) B 
c Bw’B v Bw’BsB c Bw’B v Bw’sB 
= BwsB v BwB. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. Let M, be the right coset in N modulo H represented by 
cr,~ W. Then the system (H, (U,, M,),,@) in E(@, R) satisfies the axioms 
(DRl)(DR6), except (DR4), and (VOt(V5) of the valued root data 
(donnee radicielle valuee; cf. F. Bruhat and J. Tits [6, pp. 107, 1171). 
Instead of (DR4), the system in E(@, R) satisfies the weaker condition (1) 
rather than (RD4), which is sufficient for E(@, R) to have the structure of 
the Tits system given here. 
3. PRESENTATIONS OF CHEVALLEY GROUPS OVER SOME DEDEKIND DOMAINS 
In this section, we give an application of Theorem 2 to some presen- 
tations of Chevalley groups. Let (A, P) be an admissible pair of a Dedekind 
domain A and a nonzero prime ideal P = (p) of A, and let R = A [b]. As in 
case of E(@, R), for the groups E,(@, R) and E,(@, R), we define the sub- 
groups &(A, PI, H,(A), N,(R) and &JA, P), H,(A), N,(R) of E,(@, R) 
and Eq( Qi, R), respectively. Then, H,(A) resp. H,(A) is a normal subgroup 
of N,(R) resp. N,(R), and further N,(R)/H,(A) and N,(R)/H,(A) are 
isomorphic to W,. In the same manner as that of Theorem 2, we obtain the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let (A, P) be an admissible pair, P=(p) and R= A[$]. 
Then 
and 
t&C@, RI, &,(A, 0, N,(R), S,) 
(E,(@, RI, &,(A, 0, N,(R), S,) 
are Tits systems. 
Using the Tits systems in E(@, R), E,(@, R) and E,(@, R), we can 
establish the following “heredity” theorem of the universality and the quasi- 
universality. 
THEOREM 5. Let (A, P) be an admissible pair with P = (p). If A is 
universal or quasi-universal for @, then so is R = A[$]. 
Proof: Let A be universal. Then, we have the following commutative 
diagram with the canonical group homomorphism ti of E,(@, R) onto 
E,,(@, R) induced by rc. 
E,(@, R) A U@, R) 
t + 
I I 
Ed@, A) - -U@, A 1 
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Therefore, it follows from the universality of A that the subgroup &(A, P) 
of E,(@, R) is isomorphic to the subgroup B(A, P) of E,,(@, R). On the 
other hand. 
J%@, RI = &(A, PI N,(R) B,M f’), 
E,,(@, R) = WA, PI N(R) WA, P) 
by the associated Tits systems. Hence, we see that the kernel of 71 is 
contained in &(A, P), and that il is an isomorphism. The proof in the case 
when A is quasi-universal is similar. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6. The Laurent polynomial ring F[X, X-‘1 over a field F is 
universal for all @. 
Proof. Let A = F[X], and P = (p) be the ideal of A generated by X. 
Then (A, P) is an admissible pair and F[X] is universal for all @ (cf. 
U. Rehmann [ZO]). Therefore, F[X, XP ‘1 is universal for all 0 by 
Theorem 4. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The universality of F[X, X-‘1 for @ # G, has been given by 
J. Hurrelbrink [I 11 in a different way. This corollary is due to 
J. Morita [IS]. 
COROLLARY 7. Let S = {p, , . . . . pm} be a finite set of prime numbers, and 
Z,=Z[p,‘, . . ..p.‘]. 
(1) ZfS= (2) or (3}, then Z, is universalfor all @. 
(2) Z, is universal for all @ if S satisfies the following condition: 
(*) For all i( 1 < i < m), ( _+ 1, p, , . . . . pip , } generates mod pi the mul- 
tiplicative group (Z/p,Z) x. 
ProoJ: (1) follows from the fact that Z is universal for all @, and (Z, P) 
is an admissible pair, where P= (2) or (3). 
(2) Let Sj= {p,,...,p,} (l<idm) and So= {kl}. From 
Theorem 4, if Z,, is universal for @, then so is Zs,+] for all i (0 G i d m - 1). 
Since Z is universal for @, inductively we have Z, is universal for @. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. For @ = A,(/> 1 ), it is known that 
(**) Un, Z,) = &(W = { f 1 } 0 jJ WPZ) x (n=I+ l), 
PGS 
and Z, is quasi-universal, where S= {pl, . . ..p.,,} (cf. [t2]). Now, let 
S= {p j. Then the order of K,(n, z,) is 2(p- 1). On the other hand, the 
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order of C(Z,) is at most 4. Thus, if C(Z,) = Kz(n, Z,), then p must be 2 
or 3. Therefore, Z[$] is universal for A, (I > 1) if and only if p = 2, 3. Note 
that in case of I = 1 the result comes from M. Dunwoody [9]. Our theorem 
can be applied for groups of each type; for example, Z, with S = { 2,5,97 ) 
is universal for all @. However, the condition (*) is not necessary. From 
the structure theorem (**) for K,(n, Z,) with n > 2, we can see that Z, 
with S= { 5,7 > is universal for A, (I> l), but S = {S, 7) does not satisfy 
the condition (*). 
EXAMPLE. Let F, be the field with three elements, A = F3[X, X-‘1 the 
Laurent polynomial ring over F,, and P the ideal of A generated by 
X2 + X - 1. Then (A, P) is an admissible pair and A is universal for all @. 
Therefore, R = A[;] with p = X2 +X- 1 is universal for all 0. 
4. IWASAWA DECOMPOSITIONS 
In this section, we give an application of Theorem 2 to a sort of Iwasawa 
decomposition of Chevalley groups over Dedekind domains. Let (A, P) be 
an admissible pair of a Dedekind domain A and its prime ideal P = (p), 
and let R = A[;]. Then, from Theorem 2, we have 
Et@, A) = B(A, f’) WA) B(A, P), 
E(@, R) = B(A, P) N(R) B(A, P) 
= B(A, P) H(R) N(A) B(A, P) 
= B(A, P) H(R) E(@, A) 
= E(@, A) H(R) E(@, A). 
Note that if A is a principal ideal domain with the quotient field K, and A’ 
is a subring of K with A c A’ c K, then the usual Iwasawa decomposition 
(cf. ~241) 
G(@, K) = U’(K) 7’(K) G(@, A) 
gives the decompositions 
G(@, A’) = U’(A’) T(A’) G(@, A), 
E(@, A’) = U’(A’) H(A’)(E(@, A’) n G(@, A)). 
Let (A,, p, ) and (A,, p2) be two admissible pairs of Dedekind domains 
and their prime ideals P, = (pl) and P,= (p2). We call (A*, P2) an 
admissible extension of (A,, P, ) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
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(A3) A,cA, and P,cPz; 
(A4) the canonical homomorphism of multiplicative groups 
A; + (AJP,) x is surjective. 
For example, (Z[fil, (I+ fi)), (ZC$l, C,,h)h and 6X$1, (2)) 
are admissible extensions of (Z, (2)). Also, (Ap, PA,) is an admissible 
extension of (A, P) for an admissible pair (A, P). 
THEOREM 8. Let (A,, P2) be an admissible extension of (A,, P,). Then 
(1) E(~,A,)=B(A,,P,)E(~,A,). 
(2) Zfp, =p2 =p and Ri= A,[;] (i= 1,2), then 
EC@, R2) = WA,, f’x) Et@‘, R,) 
= B(A,, Pz) WR,) Et@, A,). 
Proof. We denote the subgroups B(Ai, Pi) of E(@, Ai) by Bi (i= 1,2). 
We first prove that BZwBz = B,wB, for all w E W, by induction on I(w). 
Let s=o,~S, with CXEI~,, and denote the subgroups U, and l-Y in 
E( @, A i) defined in Section 2 by U,( Ai) and UOL(Ai), respectively. Then 
B,sB, = B,sH(A2) V(AJ U,(A,) = B,sU,(A,). 
Let x,(u) E U,(A,) and x,(u) 4 U,, 1(A2). Then UE A, and U# P,. From the 
condition (A4), u can be written as u = U, + u2 p2 with ur E A, and u1 E A,. 
Therefore, x,(u) =x,+ r(q) x,(ur) E UOL(A2) U,(A,) and 
B,sB, = B,sU,(A,) = B,sB,. 
Now, let w E W and w = w’s with Z(w’) = I(w) - 1. Then, by induction 
assumption, 
B, wB, = B, w’sB, = B, w’B,sB, 
= B,w’B,sB, = B,w’sB,. 
Thus, we have 
Et@, AJ = BAA,) B, = &N(Al) B, 
=&Et@, A,) 
and 
Et@, R,) =&NRA B, = B,N(R,) BI 
=&Et@, R,), 
E(~,R,)=B,H(R,)N(A,)B, 
=B,H(R,) Et@, A,). Q.E.D. 
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EXAMPLES. 
E(@, Z[J-I]) = B(Z[J=l, (1 + fi,, El@, Z). 
E(@, Z[&l) = B(Z[Jh($)) E(@, Z). 
Et@, ZCil) = wzcg, (2)) EC@, Z). 




&A,, PAnEt@, A,)=W,,P,) 
B(A,, P,)\E(@, AZ) = WA,, f’,)\E(@, A,). 
(2) UP1 =p2, 
and 
WA,, P,)nE(@,, Rl)=WAl, f’,) 
HA,, f’,)\-Q@, 4) -WA,, P,)\E(@, R,). 
COROLLARY 10. Let (A,, P2) be an admissible extension of (A,, P,). 
Suppose that (Al, Pz) is a local ring with the quotient field K( = R,). Then, 
Et@, A,)= WA,) U-b421 U+(P,) Et@', A,), 
G(@, A,)= TV,) U (A,) u+(P,)E(@, A,), 
Et@, K) = WA,) U- (A,) U+(Pz) NR,) E(@, A,) if pl=p2, 
G(@, W= T(K) U- (A21 U+(P,) NR,) Et@, A,) if p, =p2. 
COROLLARY 11. Let (A, P) be an admissible pair with the quotient field 
K and P=(p). Then 
G( @, K) = 
T(K) U-(K) U+(PA,) E(@, A) 
T(K) U-(A,) U+(PA,)E(@, AC;l). 
APPENDIX 
Let @ be a reduced irreducible root system of rank > 1, and R be a 
commutative ring with identity. It is known that, if @ = A,(1 > l), then for a 
Dennis-Stein symbol d, with a E CD, 
d&, t)=.C,(-t(l+st)~‘)&,(s)Z-,(t) 
x.2-,(-s(1 +st)-‘)&(l +st)-‘, 
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where s, tER and 1 +ste R”, is central in St(@, R) (cf. [7]), but as far as 
we know there are no references to the proof of this assertion available for 
groups of any type @. We will give here an elementary proof of the fact. 
PROPOSITION. For a root a E @, let X,(@, R) be the subgroup of St(@, R) 
generated by x,,(t) for all t E R. Zf rank @ > 1, then X,(@, R) n K,(@, R) is 
central in St(@, R). In particular, d,(s, t) is central in St(@, R). 
ProoJ We may assume that aEZZ. Let 2=i,,(t,)iTa(t2)~~. 
-y*,( t,) E X,(@, R) n K,(@, R). We shall show that for any root b E @ and 
u E R the equality ib(z4) P?,(u))’ = i holds. 
Case 1. b # f a. Let b E @ + (resp. @ ~ ). Then by relation (B) we obtain 
where the product is taken over all roots f ia +jb with positive integers i, j 
in some fixed order. Note that ia +jb E @ + (resp. 6, - ) and # + a. 
Therefore. we have 
.t,(u)2,(u)-‘=P...?, i.~ l?+(R) resp. o-(R). 
Since i E K,(@, R) = Ker rc, we have also i E Ker n, where n: is the canonical 
homomorphism of St(@, R) onto E,,(@, R). On the other hand, the restric- 
tion of rr to fi+ (R) resp. t?(R) is an isomorphism. Therefore, we see 
i = 1, namely, ib(u) iib(u))’ = i. 
Case 2. b = + a. Since rank @ > 1, there exist roots c, d # ka, such 
that b = a,(d). Then, we can express .-Z,(u) as 
where it is an element of St(@, R) which can be written as a product of 
elements f-,(o) with e # ) a. Thus, we can reduce to the first case. Q.E.D. 
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